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Theories of lexical access in language use of a productive nature such as speaking,
writing, and verbal thinking differ in whether they assume that words are retrieved from
memory in a conceptually decomposed or nondecomposed manner. Decomposition has
been the received view for centuries, while nondecomposition is mostly not taken very
seriously—undeservedly so, as 1 demonstrate in this paper. I review several theoretical
objections that have traditionally been raised against nondecomposition and indicate
how a nondecompositional approach can cope with them. Furthermore, several theoretical arguments in favor of nondecomposition are given. The issues concern the componential analysis of word meanings, the conceptual primitives, word definitions, the
acquisition of word meaning, the conceptual dissection of messages, context dependence
of word meaning, decomposition for syntactic encoding, word-to-phrase synonymy, hyperonymy, hyponymy, and the locus of decomposition. In addition, the major computational models of conceptually driven word retrieval proposed during the last few decades
are evaluated both informally and by computer simulation. The decompositional models
are shown to fail, whereas a specific nondecompositional model is shown to account for
the difficulties. It is concluded that there are no evidential grounds for rejecting nondecomposition. On the contrary, for a theory of word retrieval there are, instead, good
reasons to prefer nondecomposition to decomposition. Nondecomposition should be given
more serious consideration in future work in the field.
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The theoretical approach to conceptually driven word retrieval in language
use of a productive nature such as speaking, writing, and verbal thinking
can be either decompositional or nondecompositional. A decompositional
theory claims that semantically complex words (i.e., words whose meaning
can be further analyzed conceptually) are retrieved from memory on the
basis of a number of primitive conceptual features (e.g., Goldman, 1975;
Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Morton, 1969). Such a theory maintains, for
example, that the word mother is retrieved on the basis of representations
like FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y). In this view, the representation of
the so-called "message" concept MOTHER is conceptually decomposed.
A person's vocabulary for the specification of messages consists of elements
each of which is involved in the retrieval of several words. For instance,
PARENT(X, Y) is involved in the recovery of mother as well as of parent.
Recently, Bierwisch and Schreuder (1992), Jackendoff (1983, 1987, 1990),
and Pinker (1989), among others, have strongly advocated such a decompositional position. By contrast, a nondecompositional theory (e.g., Collins
& Loftus, 1975; Fodor, 1976; Fodor, Garrett, Walker, & Parkes, 1980;
Kintsch, 1974; Roelofs, 1992a, 1993) claims that an abstract representation
MOTHER(X, Y) is used to retrieve mother from memory. Conceptual features such as FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y) are not directly engaged in
the retrieval process, but remain outside the message in memory as background information. In this view, the representation of the message concept
MOTHER is conceptually nondecomposed. The vocabulary of messages
consists of elements each of which is involved in the retrieval of only a
single word. "Looked at from the linguist's point of view, the two theories
disagree on what levels of representation there are (levels of linguistic representation are individuated, inter alia, by their vocabulary ...).... Looked
at from the psychologist's point of view, the theories disagree on what representation ... is recovered.... In short, the two theories differ in just about
every way that two theories can" (Fodor et al., 1980, pp. 273-274).
Decomposition is the received view in the literature and has been the
accepted view for centuries (see Fodor, 1981; Fodor et al., 1980). All the
major computational models of conceptually driven word retrieval that have
been proposed during the last few decades had decomposition at their heart
(e.g., Goldman, 1975; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Morton, 1969). Nondecomposition is mostly considered not to be a serious theoretical option—
undeservedly so, as I demonstrate in this paper. Elsewhere, I have shown
that a specific nondecompositional model can account for several classical,
empirical findings concerning word retrieval in the modality of speaking,
both qualitatively as well as quantitatively (Roelofs, 1992a). In addition,
new predictions derived from this model have subsequently been confirmed
empirically (Roelofs, 1992a, 1993). By contrast, the empirical findings pose
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difficulty to existing decompositional models. Given the empirical fruitfulness of the nondecomposition assumption, an in-depth discussion of several
more general, theoretical issues concerning nondecomposition in production
is warranted. Such a discussion is lacking in the literature.
In the first section of this paper, I review various theoretical objections
that are traditionally raised against nondecomposition, and I indicate how a
nondecompositional approach can cope with them. In addition, several theoretical arguments in favor of nondecomposition are given. Some of the
arguments for nondecomposition are already familiar from Fodor's critique
of decomposition (Fodor, 1976; Fodor et al., 1980), although a number of
the conclusions drawn are at odds with Fodor's. For instance, as becomes
clear in this paper, not all variants of nondecomposition imply that all lexical
concepts have to be innate. Furthermore, Fodor's case for nondecomposition
was based on evidence from language comprehension. In fact, language
comprehension as opposed to language production has been central to most
of the discussions of the decomposition issue in the literature. The issue of
decomposition in comprehension has remained undecided empirically (e.g.,
Collins & Loftus, 1975; Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974). However, as will
become clear below, the decomposition issue has several aspects that are
unique to language use of a productive nature. Although some of the problems for existing production models posed by decomposition, such as the
so-called hyperonym problem, have been touched upon in the literature
(Levelt, 1989; Roelofs, 1992a, 1993), the broader range of problems has
never been discussed in depth. The hyperonym problem, for instance, appears to be a member of a much larger class of retrieval problems for existing
proposals for decomposition in production, as will become clear below.
In the second section of the paper, I indicate in some detail how a
variety of specific decompositional models for word retrieval (as they stand)
theoretically and empirically fail. The models are the discrimination networks of Goldman (1975), the decision tables of Miller and Johnson-Laird
(1976), the logogens of Morton (1969), and featural spreading-activation
networks (cf. Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992). I will indicate how the
models may perhaps be extended to cope with the difficulties. What is lacking, however, is a principled solution to the problems. By contrast, a specific
nondecompositional spreading-activation model (Roelofs, 1992a, 1993) is
shown to provide a principled solution to the problems. The models are
evaluated informally and, where useful, by computer simulation. The simulations are integrated with the arguments made in the first section, reinforcing the claims made earlier by putting them to some form of theoretical
test. Finally, I briefly review a number of classical, empirical findings about
word retrieval in speaking, and I summarize the nondecompositional model's
account for them given in Roelofs (1992a, 1993). Also, I briefly review the
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empirical evidence that refutes the recent attempts to solve the retrieval
problems for the decompositional models.
In short, the aim of the paper is to show that there are no evidential
grounds for rejecting nondecomposition. For a theory of conceptually driven
word retrieval there are, instead, good reasons to prefer nondecomposition
to decomposition. The nondecompositional approach provides a better account for conceptually driven word retrieval in that it provides a principled
solution to the retrieval problems and has been shown to explain several
classical empirical findings. Therefore, at the very least, nondecomposition
should be given more serious consideration in future work in the field than
it has been given in the last few decades.
GENERAL ISSUES
The dispute over decomposition is about a conceptual level that applies
to conceptually driven word retrieval in all language use of a productive
nature, henceforth referred to as production. This includes speaking and
writing as well as verbal thinking. Thus, the issues that will be discussed
are not limited to one modality of language use. Nevertheless, since the
decomposition issue has recently been brought up again in the literature on
speaking (i.e., Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Levelt, 1989, 1992; Roelofs,
1992a, 1992b, 1993), I will briefly locate the dispute within this framework.
Psycholinguists assume that three major types of processes underlie
speaking: conceptualization, formulation, and articulation (e.g., Dell, 1986;
Garrett, 1975; Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1989, 1992). Conceptualization processes generate so-called messages, that is, conceptual structures
to be verbally expressed. Messages are specified in terms of lexical concepts
and their relationships. Messages may, for example, be derived from external
scenes via (visual) perception. Formulation processes take the message, retrieve appropriate words for the message concepts, and build a syntactic
structure (in the case of sentence production) and a morphophonological
structure for the utterance. The result is a phonetic plan or articulatory program for the utterance. Finally, articulation processes execute the articulatory
program, which results in overt speech. Word retrieval consists of two major
steps, corresponding to the two formulation stages (syntactic encoding and
morphophonological encoding). The first stage is called lemma retrieval and
the second stage is called word-form encoding. In lemma retrieval, a representation of a message concept is used to retrieve the word's lemma from
memory. A lemma is a memory representation of the word's (meaning and)
syntactic properties (e.g., syntactic class, linguistic gender, argument structure). In word-form encoding, the word's morphophonological properties are
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recovered from memory and used to generate a phonetic plan for the word.
Because the distinction between lemma retrieval and word-form encoding
is not directly relevant for the decomposition issues, I will use the term word
instead of lemma throughout this paper.
In this first section, I discuss several general arguments concerning the
issue of decomposition in the retrieval of words from memory. The arguments addressed in this first section pertain to, respectively, the difference
between componential analysis and lexical decomposition, the primitive base
of decomposition, decomposition into definitions, the acquisition of word
meaning, the conceptual dissection of messages, context dependence of word
meaning, decomposition for syntactic encoding, word-to-phrase synonymy,
hyperonymy, hyponymy, and the locus of decomposition. Throughout this
section, I describe aspects of production that are problematic for the decompositional view, and note, in a general fashion, how the nondecompositional
approach can account for performance. How these problems arise in particular decompositional models, and how a specific nondecompositional model
accounts for the difficulties, is discussed in the next section. Also, results
from computer simulations and mathematical proofs are reported there in
order to reinforce the general claims made in this first section.
The aim of this first section is not to give a comprehensive review of
the literature on decomposition. There are several reviews of this sort in the
literature (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975; Fodor et al., 1980; Smith & Medin,
1981; Smith et al., 1974). These reviews concerned decomposition in comprehension. Instead, I will reconsider several classical issues from the perspective of language production, which has never been done before (except
in the paper by Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992, which left many issues untouched). My aim is mainly to clear up several misunderstandings about
nondecomposition that often show up in the literature. Ultimately, the nondecomposition position may appear to be wrong (and this is an empirical
issue which is far from settled, as I show in this paper), but up to now
nondecomposition has too often been rejected for no good reason.
Componential Analysis Versus Lexical Decomposition
First off, a distinction should be made between componential analysis
and lexical decomposition. By componential analysis I mean the analysis of
word meaning into conceptual features meant to make explicit the systematic
semantic relations between words or between the meaning and the syntactic
properties of a word (cf. Cruse, 1986; Jackendoff, 1990; Kempson, 1977;
Lyons, 1977; Nida, 1975). A componential analysis reveals what speakers
of a particular natural language know, that is, it characterizes their competence. For example, such an analysis would make clear that speakers know
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that the words spinster and bachelor contrast in meaning because the former
has the conceptual feature "FEMALE" and the latter the feature "MALE".
By lexical decomposition I mean the stronger view that the mental representation of a complex lexical concept literally consists of the representations of the concept's features. That is, the view that the representation of
a complex lexical concept contains the representations of its conceptual features as real constituents (cf. Fodor, 1976; Fodor et al., 1980; Fodor &
Pylyshyn, 1988). For example, in a decomposition view, the lexical concept
SPINSTER is mentally represented as something like UNMARRIED(X) A
HUMAN(X) A ADULT(X) A FEMALE(X), and not as SPINSTER(X). Representing SPINSTER as SPINSTER(X) would be assumed in a nondecomposition view. In that view, the representation SPINSTER(X) would give
access to the conceptual features of SPINSTER, but would not contain them
as proper parts (Van Gelder, 1990, used the termfunctional compositionality
for such representation schemes). Lexical decomposition involves the actual
mental structures underlying language use or performance (i.e., word retrieval). It concerns the vocabulary which is at the disposal for the specification of messages—the mental structures that actually control the retrieval
of words from memory (e.g., Bock, 1982; Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Kempen
& Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1989, 1992; Potter, 1979; Roelofs, 1992a, 1993).
Throughout this paper, I refer to concepts in uppercase (e.g., MOTHER), to
the mental representation of a concept by a (combination of) prepositional
function(s) in uppercase [e.g., MOTHER(X, Y) or FEMALE(X) A PARENT(X, Y)], and to a word in lowercase italic (e.g., mother).
It is important to emphasize this distinction between componential analysis and lexical decomposition, because very often arguments for componential analysis are taken to be at the same time arguments in favor of lexical
decomposition (cf. Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Jackendoff, 1983, 1987,
1990; Miller, 1978). Componential analysis, however, does not imply lexical
decomposition. A system without lexical decomposition can easily implement a componential analysis and thereby account for the systematic semantic relations between words. For instance, that speakers know the
contrast in meaning between the words spinster and bachelor can be accounted for by assuming that the representations SPINSTER(X) and BACHELOR(X) are related in memory to the appropriate feature specifications,
FEMALE(X) and MALE(X), indicating the sex of a spinster and a bachelor
(e.g., Bar-Hillel, 1967; Carnap, 1952; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Fodor, 1976;
Kintsch, 1974; Norman & Rumelhart, 1975).
The Primitive Base of Decomposition
The issue of decomposed retrieval is thus about the mental conceptual
vocabulary that governs the retrieval of words from memory. A nondecom-
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positional view specifies this vocabulary. For each word in the language
there is a corresponding element in the vocabulary of messages. By contrast,
decompositional theories typically do not specify the vocabulary's elements.
Traditionally, the primitives of decomposition are assumed to be sensory
concepts. But it is usually readily admitted that concepts such as DEMOCRACY, PEACE, SPINSTER, MOTHER, KILL, and so forth are unlikely to
be mentally represented in terms of sensorial features. What, then, are the
elements? That concepts such as CAUSE or DIE are the primitives is also
difficult to maintain. "The problem is that there is no end to semantic decomposition. DIE is to become not alive, BECOME has temporal aspects
to be spelled out, and so forth. However, it is also arbitrary to impose some
cutoff point" (Levelt, 1989, p. 93). Therefore, the decompositional theories
leave open what the primitive conceptual features are (cf. Jackendoff, 1990).
Furthermore, the types of discrete primitives traditionally proposed
seem to be unfit to represent word meaning, as has been pointed out by
Jackendoff (1990), among others. "For instance, consider the lexical entries
for duck and goose.... How are they distinguished from one another? One
possible factor, which clearly enters into learning the words in the first place,
is how ducks and geese look, and how they differ in appearance. But to
encode this difference in binary features, say [± long neck], is patently
ridiculous" (Jackendoff, 1990, pp. 32-33). To solve this problem within a
decompositional theory, Jackendoff proposed that the lexical entry of a physical object word includes a representation of the visual shape [i.e., the threedimensional (3D) structure] of the object denoted (cf. Marr, 1982). This
solution, however, meets with a number of difficulties. First of all, it is
difficult to combine with the claim of several decompositional theories that
words are accessed on the basis of a match between a message concept and
the meaning of a word in memory (i.e., Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Goldman, 1975; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; see the Specific Models section,
below). If Jackendoff s solution is adopted by these theories, then visual
shape representations would have to be duplicated. The representations
would be part of the vocabulary for the specification of messages and be
stored in the mental lexicon as part of the meaning of words. Furthermore,
visual shapes would be within the reach of syntactic encoding processes.
This is not an appealing option, especially not if one espouses a modularity
of language (Fodor, 1983), as for instance Bierwisch and Schreuder (1992)
did.
According to Jackendoff, however, there exists no such distinction between a message concept and a word meaning. Thus, visual shape representations do not have to be duplicated. Furthermore, "an important boundary
condition ... is that conceptual structure is the necessary conduit between
3D model information and syntactic information.... That is, 3D model dif-
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ferences, although crucial in distinguishing word meanings, are invisible to
syntax" (Jackendoff, 1990, p. 34). If Jackendoff s proposal is adopted for
a production theory and conceptual structures are taken to be the only input
to syntactic encoding, then the proposal raises an important question for
word retrieval. If words such as duck and goose do not differ conceptually
but only in shape structure (as Jackendoff assumed), these words cannot be
retrieved. To retrieve them, syntactic encoding processes should have access
to the shape information to be able to make a distinction between the words,
but such access is denied. Visual shape representations are assumed to be
invisible to these processes.
For a nondecompositional approach, there are no such difficulties.
Shape information would not have to be duplicated, and the information
could remain invisible to syntactic encoding. Besides the conceptual features, the information about the visual shape of the denoted object is one of
the records associated in memory with a nondecomposed concept representation. Therefore, a shape may enter into the decision about which element
of the vocabulary [i.e., lexical concept representation such as DUCK(X) or
GOOSE(X)] to include in the message to reach a certain communicative
goal. However, similarly to the conceptual features of the concept, shapes
will not be directly involved in the retrieval of a word. They are not part of
the message vocabulary, nor do they fall within the domain of computation
of the syntactic encoding processes. How thoughts are mapped onto lexical
concepts or how objects are recognized [e.g., how the visual shape of a dog
is mapped onto a lexical concept representation, DOG(X) in a nondecompositional theory or BARKING(X) A ... A QUADRUPED(X) in a decompositional theory] is a question for both a nondecompositional and a
decompositional approach. I will further discuss this issue below (see the
subsection Why Nondecomposition Does Not Simply Shift All Problems).
Decomposition into Definitions
Although decompositional theories usually leave the vocabulary of
messages unspecified, they nevertheless often characterize it as definitional,
that is, as providing the necessary and sufficient features of lexical concepts.
There are, however, important theoretical and empirical objections to the
view that most lexical concepts are decomposable into definitions (for reviews, see Fodor et al., 1980; Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Rosch, Mervis, Gray,
Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; Smith & Medin, 1981). If a lexical concept
is not decomposable into a definition, then the task for a decomposed retrieval mechanism (i.e., retrieval by an exact match, as proposed by Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Goldman, 1975; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976;
see the Specific Models section, below) is highly complicated—if feasible
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at all. For example, if having the features BARKING ... QUADRUPED is
merely a sufficient condition for being a dog, then an entity conceptualized
as BARKING ... BIPED might be a dog (e.g., a wounded dog missing two
legs). Consequently, if a match between a message concept and a particular
word meaning is required to access the word, then all such alternatives
would have to be stored with the word dog. Otherwise, the retrieval mechanism could not allow for such variations in conceptualization. The number
of these variations, however, may be indefinite, which makes it impossible
to store them all.
By contrast, in a nondecompositional approach to word retrieval it is
not relevant whether the conceptual features associated with the mental representation of a lexical concept are defining or not. The requirement for the
retrieval of a word is that conceptualizations for production are confined to
particular message elements. For example, independent of whether an object
is a BARKING ... QUADRUPED or a BARKING ... BIPED, as long as
one takes the object to be a DOG and makes DOG(X) part of the message,
the word dog will be retrieved.
The Acquisition of Word Meaning
Decompositional theories usually take the vocabulary of messages to
be innate. Complex lexical concepts are learned by constructing them as
combinations of the innate primitives (Fodor, 1981). According to this view,
a nondecompositional approach cannot explain the learning of word meaning: If lexical concepts are not mentally represented by a combination of
primitive conceptual features, how can they have been learned? Nondecomposition seems to require all lexical concepts to be innate (including DEMOCRACY, CD-PLAYER, COMPUTER, etc.), which cannot be true. The
innateness of all lexical concepts, however, is not implied by nondecomposition (cf. Carey, 1982; Fodor et al., 1980). Here, an important distinction
between types of primitives is overlooked, as has been pointed out by Carey
(1982). To take MOTHER, DOG, DEMOCRACY, CD-PLAYER, COMPUTER, SPINSTER, BACHELOR, KILL, and so forth, as computational
primitives does not imply that one also has to take them as developmental
primitives (i.e., as starting points for word meaning acquisition) or as definitional primitives (i.e., as ingredients of word definitions). For example, if
a SPINSTER is an UNMARRIED HUMAN ADULT FEMALE and vice
versa, and FEMALE occurs in the definition of a great number of other
concepts and is itself not defined (i.e., definitionally primitive), then FEMALE is a definitional primitive. If FEMALE is a concept that a child
possesses "from the cradle," and the child uses FEMALE in acquiring other
concepts such as AUNT, MOTHER, PRINCESS, WITCH, and so forth, then
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FEMALE is a developmental primitive. If the representation FEMALE(X)
is used in the retrieval of words from memory, then FEMALE is a computational primitive in production (i.e., an element of the vocabulary of
messages). There can be definitional primitives even when each lexical concept is a computational primitive. The notion of definition concerns a relationship between words or concepts, not the way they are mentally
represented (cf. Fodor, 1976; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). In a system where
not every lexical concept corresponds to a computational primitive, definitional primitives will actually be part of the representation of the concept
they define. In a system with a computational primitive for each lexical
concept, this will not be the case. Similarly, computational primitives do not
have to be developmentally primitive.
Traditionally, decompositional theories assume a single, small, and universal set of concepts to be primitive in all three respects. These concepts
are supposed to be used in acquiring the meaning of semantically complex
words, in the definition of the meaning of these words, and in retrieving
them from memory in production. The mental lexicon is assumed to contain
both computationally primitive and computationally complex lexical concepts. By contrast, Fodor et al. (1980) took the position that all lexical
concepts (thus also the conceptually complex ones) are computationally
primitive—but not necessarily developmentally and/or definitionally, as was
assumed by Fodor (1981). Or as Fodor et al. (1980) stated: "It may be that
while adults represent 'kill' as kill, children learn 'kill' as cause to die. After
a while, one might imagine, cause to die consolidates and kill comes to act
as a derived primitive. Derived primitives are representations which ... have
no computationally relevant internal structure" (p. 313).
Consequently, even in a nondecompositional approach the featural
composition of a lexical concept may play a role in learning the functional
structure of a word—the way it maps conceptual arguments, such as actor
and theme, onto syntactic functions, such as subject and object (e.g., Pinker,
1989). Furthermore, conceptual features may determine the way a conceptual
domain is mapped onto words—the so-called lexicalization patterns of a
language (Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Talmy, 1985). However, in contrast
to what a decompositional theory assumes, the conceptual features of a concept do not remain the only records associated with the representation of
the concept in memory. Conceptual features do not enter into all the processes referring to the concept once the production system has reached a
mature state. Then, a lexical concept is no longer represented by nothing
but its conceptual features. Instead, a mature system possesses representations that refer to the lexical concept qua lexical concept. Or as Fodor (1976)
put it in The Language of Thought: "Bachelor gets into the internal language
as an abbreviation for a complex expression of the internal language: viz.,
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as an abbreviation for unmarried man" (p. 152), where "internal language"
refers to the system by which messages are represented. The creating of
such an unstructured computational unit or abbreviation was called "chunking" by Miller (1956). In learning a lexical concept, conceptual features
become chunked.
Note that chunking involves recoding. That is, the abbreviation is assumed to replace a set of conceptual features. For example, the representation SPINSTER(X) serves as stand-in for the features UNMARRIED(X),
HUMAN(X), ADULT(X), and FEMALE(X). Chunking leads to a memory
code that gives access to the memory codes it replaces, but which does not
contain these replaced codes as proper parts. Otherwise, chunking would not
have the computational advantages it has. For example, it reduces the load
on working memory, because instead of several elements [e.g., UNMARRIED(X), HUMAN(X), ADULT(X), and FEMALE(X)] only a single element [i.e., SPINSTER(X)] has to be kept active. For the same reason,
chunking diminishes attentional demands. Sometimes this stand-in character
of chunking is overlooked. For example, in defending lexical decomposition,
Jackendoff (1990) maintained that the "acquisition of a lexical concept
might ... speed up processing over a syntactically complex paraphrase,
without in any way reducing conceptual complexity: a lexical concept is
'chunked,' whereas a phrasal equivalent is not" (p. 38). Thus, he was assuming greater speed without any change in information. However, it is
important to realize that one cannot have it both ways: Lexical concepts are
either chunked or not, but not both.
Nondecomposition is not only compatible with the learning of word
meaning, it may even have advantages for the language learning of a child,
as has been pointed out by Fodor (1976) and Pinker (1979; but see Pinker,
1989). Nondecomposition provides an extra constraint on the hypotheses
that a child has to entertain about the possible meaning of a word. The
constraint is that to each word recovered from the speech stream there corresponds a single element at the message level, and not several elements, as
would typically be the case with decomposition. With nondecomposition the
relationship between the syntactic structure and the message structure of an
utterance will be maximally transparent.
Conceptual Dissection
Similarly, nondecomposition resolves the dissection problem in production, both for a child as well as for an adult language user. The dissection
problem is the question how a person knows to dissect a message such that
its units can be verbalized (Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Levelt, 1989,
1992). If messages are specified in terms of a vocabulary that is much
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smaller than the number of words in the mental lexicon, it is not guaranteed
that the message (or a message fragment; see Levelt, 1989) can be verbalized. Not all combinations of vocabulary elements constitute lexical concepts, which are the units for verbalization. Thus, in a decompositional
approach, for every combination of vocabulary elements that corresponds to
a lexical concept there should be a specification in memory to indicate that
the combination constitutes a lexical concept. In a nondecompositional theory this is not required: Here, the vocabulary of messages itself embodies
such a specification. The dissection problem is resolved by the linkage of
each element of the vocabulary to a single word. To guarantee the verbalization of a message in production, conceptualizations have to be mapped
onto this vocabulary. Presumably, some of the elements of the vocabulary
will be language-specific. Consequently, the selection of message elements
will have to be tuned to the target language. For example, the Dutch language does not have a word that is equivalent to the English word sibling.
Consequently, in producing a Dutch utterance, one should not select the
message element SIBLING(X,Y) because that would not lead to a verbalization in Dutch. Thus, whereas the conceptualization BROTHER OR SISTER can be mapped onto SIBLING(X,Y) for English, it cannot be for Dutch.
Or as Pinker (1989) put it: "Whorf was surely wrong when he said that
one's language determines how one conceptualizes reality in general. But
he was probably correct in a much weaker sense: one's language does determine how one must conceptualize reality when one has to talk about it"
(p. 360). For an overview of the empirical support for such a weak Whorfian
position, I refer the reader to Hunt and Agnoli (1991).
Context Dependence of Word Meaning
In a nondecompositional approach, the units of verbalization (i.e., the
lexical concepts) are represented by single elements within the vocabulary
of messages. This might seem to imply that, in this approach, word meaning
has to be independent of context. Whereas in a decompositional approach,
the vocabulary elements selected for a lexical concept may vary with context
(but see the problems described in the Decomposition into Definitions subsection, above), the vocabulary elements in case of nondecomposition would
necessarily have to be the same across contexts. This seems to pose a problem for the nondecompositional view, because context independence of word
meaning is contradicted by many empirical findings. There is, however, no
real difficulty. Relevant here is the distinction between a message and a
mental model (cf. Garnham, 1985; Johnson-Laird, 1981, 1983). A mental
model provides a concrete, context-dependent interpretation of a message.
In language comprehension, a message is an intermediate representation in
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reaching a full interpretation of the utterance. It is the final language-oriented
representation in the comprehension process (cf. Johnson-Laird, 1983). For
example, whereas a message typically has a tree structure, a mental model
may not. Similarly, in language production, a message is an intermediate
representation in the production of an utterance. In particular, it is the first
language-oriented representation in this process (cf. Levelt, 1989). Bock
(1982) referred to messages as the interfacing representations between
thought and speech, that is, the mental structures that mediate between thinking and syntactic encoding. The speaker picks the best message vocabulary
element (lexical concept) to express the intended thought, and of course this
element is chosen with the context in mind. Thus, the listener is in a favorable position to reconstruct the intended meaning, unless there is unintended
ambiguity.
Decomposition for Syntactic Encoding
It has often been suggested that decomposition is required for syntactic
encoding. In characterizing the relationship between meaning and syntax, a
componential analysis of word meaning seems indispensable (e.g., Jackendoff, 1990; Pinker, 1989). Again, however, this concerns a person's knowledge of a language, not necessarily the way this knowledge is represented
in memory and employed in actual language use. Sentence production appears to be quite feasible without lexical decomposition, as revealed by the
computational theories of syntactic encoding of De Smedt (1990) and Kempen and Hoenkamp (1987), among others. To build a sentence, syntactic
encoding processes do not need to know that a SPINSTER is an UNMARRIED HUMAN ADULT FEMALE, that a DOG is usually a BARKING
... QUADRUPED, or that KILL is CAUSE TO DIE. "It is ... one thing
to say that speakers know that killing normally involves the causation of
death, but quite another thing to require that this knowledge becomes an
explicit part of the preverbal message" (Levelt, 1989, p. 93). In a nondecompositional approach, there is no redundancy in the specification of messages. Only a very limited and shallow part of conceptual structure interacts
with syntax. Conceptual complexity remains outside the message. In such
an approach, syntactic encoding processes do not have access to, and do not
have to bother with, the representations that determine the semantic behavior
of a word (i.e., the conceptual features). These conceptual representations
are only within the reach of conceptualization processes.
Word-to-Phrase Synonymy
Besides being superfluous for syntactic encoding, decomposition confronts these encoding processes with a dilemma. According to decomposi-
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tional theories, sentences such as ... is a spinster and ... is an unmarried
human adult female will have one and the same underlying message (Fodor,
1976). Both spinster and unmarried human adult female will be represented
conceptually as something like UNMARRIED(X) A HUMAN(X) A
ADULT(X) A FEMALE(X). But on what basis can the syntactic encoding
processes make a choice between a single verbalization (in the former case)
or building a phrase (in the latter case)? And why does one not say Rover
is a barking ... quadruped instead of Rover is a dog, or vice versa, when
the message contains something like BARKING(X) A ... A QUADRUPED(X)? For a theory without decomposition, word-to-phrase synonymy
poses no problem. In order to get the phrase barking ... quadruped, BARKING(X) A ... A QUADRUPED(X) is made part of the message, and to get
dog a speaker simply takes DOG(X) (cf. De Smedt, 1990; Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987).
Hyperonymy and Hyponymy
We saw that, in decompositional theories, the vocabulary of messages
is ambiguous with respect to a single verbalization or building a phrase.
However, there are problems at the purely lexical level as well. In particular,
the retrieval algorithm in existing models with decomposed access of semantically complex words typically fails to converge on the appropriate
words (Levelt, 1989). For example, if the conceptual conditions for retrieval
of a word such as dog are met, then those of its hyperonyms (e.g., animal)
are automatically satisfied as well. Therefore, in accessing a word, both the
word and its hyperonyms will be retrieved from memory. Existing decompositional theories, as they stand, do not explain how the retrieval process
converges onto a single word. For a nondecompositional theory, there is no
such problem: The words dog and animal are retrieved from memory by
using the vocabulary elements DOG(X) and ANIMAL(X).
A decompositional approach typically assumes that the conceptual representation of a word in memory (e.g., animal) is a proper part of the conceptual representation of its hyponyms (e.g., dog). Conceptually DOG would
be represented as something like BARKING(X) A MOVING(X) A ... A
LIVING(X) A QUADRUPED(X), and ANIMAL as MOVING(X) A ... A
LIVING(X). The conceptual representation of a hyponym (dog) contains all
the features of its hyperonyms (animal) plus a few additional ones, which
specify how the hyponym differs from its cohyponyms [e.g., bird, having
the features FLUTING(X) and BIPED(X) instead of BARKING(X) and
QUADRUPED(X)]. But this does not hold for all hyperonyms and hyponyms.
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Sometimes language users only seem to have partial knowledge of the
meanings of words, as has been pointed out by Putnam (1970, 1975). For
instance, although users may know that the words larch and beech denote
different types of tree, they may not be able to tell a larch from a beech. In
a decompositional approach, however, one should know at least one distinguishing property of these types to be able to represent them in memory. In
a nondecompositional approach this is not required. One may, for example,
represent larch conceptually as LARCH(X) together with the specification
in memory that IS-A(LARCH(X), TREE(X)) (cf. Collins & Loftus, 1975).
Another well-known case in point is the decomposition of color and
its hyponyms (e.g., red). The conceptual representation of RED does not
seem to consist of the features of COLOR (common to all colors) plus other
ones. If RED(X) is proposed as a feature, the representation of RED would
contain itself as a proper part, that is, the representation of the complex
concept would contain itself as a component (cf. Fodor et al., 1980). What,
then, is the lexical decomposition of color and red, and how are these words
retrieved? Again, there is no such problem for a theory without decomposition: RED and COLOR would simply have a vocabulary element of their
own, and red and color would be retrieved on that basis.
Taking the hyponym red to be the semantically more complex term is
not a good idea, as we just saw. But taking the hyperonym color to be the
more complex term, for instance, by treating COLOR as a disjunctive concept (Johnson-Laird, 1981; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976) will not do either.
Disjunctive concepts suffer from a hyponym problem. Examples of (quasi-)
disjunctive concepts are GAME, FURNITURE, CLOTHING, TOY, and so
forth (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976). Typically, for these concepts there
exists no single set of conceptual features making up the meaning of the
hyperonym (e.g., game) and common to all hyponyms (e.g., soccer, chess).
It is often assumed that these hyponyms are related by family resemblance
(cf. Wittgenstein, 1953). Miller and Johnson-Laird discussed the possibility
that these concepts are mentally represented by a disjunction. The concept
GAME is then represented by something like SOCCER(X) v HIDE-ANDSEEK(X) v ... v TENNIS(X) v CHESS(X). This raises the question how
one retrieves the word for GAME. It would not only be psychologically
implausible to assume that the disjunction is part of the message (cf. Fodor
et al., 1980), but it will also lead to wrong results. When one retrieves game
on the basis of (part of) the disjunction [e.g., on the basis of SOCCER(X)
v CHESS(X) v . -.], the corresponding hyponyms (soccer, chess,...) will
also be accessed. The satisfaction of a disjunction of conceptual conditions
implies that the condition of at least one of its disjuncts is met. Again, there
are no such problems for a theory without decomposition: The concepts
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GAME, SOCCER, and CHESS will have their own representation in the
vocabulary of messages, each driving word retrieval.
Why Nondecomposition Does Not Simply Shift All Problems
In a nondecompositional theory there are vocabulary elements for combinations of conceptual features that make up lexical concepts. Prior to word
retrieval, during the encoding of a message, one uses conceptual features,
visual shapes, and so forth, to recover message vocabulary elements such
as MOTHER(X, Y). These message elements are then, in turn, used to retrieve words from memory.
At first sight, this seems to shift all convergence problems in word
retrieval to the message encoding processes. However, this is not the case
(Roelofs, 1992b, 1993). The issue of convergence exists both for the encoding of messages as well as for the retrieval of words from memory. A
decompositional theory meets the issue of convergence both in message
encoding and in word retrieval, whereas a nondecompositional theory encounters the issue only in message encoding. For example, when a person
wanted to refer to his/her mother, she could be conceptualized as MOTHER
as well as PARENT—in general, if the conceptual conditions of conceptualization for a subordinate are satisfied, then those of its superordinates are
automatically met as well. How does one make a decision? This is the
superordinate problem in conceptualization as opposed to the hyperonym
problem in word retrieval (Roelofs, 1992b, 1993). Both a decompositional
and nondecompositional approach have to explain how the superordinate
problem is solved at the level of lexical concept selection (for a proposal
about how convergence in message encoding might be achieved, see Roelofs, 1992b). When one has determined whether MOTHER or PARENT
becomes the message concept (there may be pragmatic reasons for preferring
the former message to the latter; see Levelt, 1989, for an extensive review
of message encoding), the problem of convergence in word retrieval arises.
The latter issue does not emerge with conceptually nondecomposed word
retrieval. Thus, nondecomposition implies that the issue of convergence does
not have to be dealt with twice. Perhaps in a decompositional theory some
aspects of convergence may happen at the word level and some at the conceptual level. However, concrete proposals for how this might occur are
lacking in the literature.
SPECIFIC MODELS
In this second section, I review the major models of conceptually driven
word retrieval in the literature. I discuss how problems discussed in the first
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section arise in these particular models, and I demonstrate how a specific
nondecompositional model accounts for the difficulties. The results from
computer simulations are reported in order to reinforce the general claims
made in the first section. First, I address the major decomposition models
in the literature, in particular, discrimination networks, decision tables, systems of logogens, and featural spreading-activation networks. Next, I discuss
a nondecompositional spreading-activation network.
How Existing Decomposition Models Fail
The most detailed decomposition models of word retrieval are the discrimination networks of Goldman (1975), the decision tables of Miller and
Johnson-Laird (1976; Johnson-Laird, 1983), the logogens of Morton (1969),
and featural spreading-activation networks (cf. Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1990,
1991). For an extensive review of the first three models, I refer to Levelt
(1989).
Discrimination Networks
A discrimination net (Goldman, 1975) is a binary tree with nonterminal
nodes that represent semantic tests and terminal nodes that represent words
(for a similar proposal, see Oldfield, 1966; Oldfield & Wingfield, 1964). To
retrieve a word for a message concept, semantic tests are applied to the
concept, starting with the test at the root of the tree. If the concept passes
the test, control moves to the "left" daughter node; if not, control moves
to the "right" one. Tests are run until a terminal node is reached.
Figure 1 illustrates the way a discrimination net operates. The figure
shows a discrimination net with a test for PARENT(X, Y) at the root, fol-

Fig. 1. Illustration of a binary discrimination network.
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lowed by a test for FEMALE(X), which leads to the word nodes of father
and mother. Assume one wants to verbalize the concept MOTHER, which
is presumed to be represented within the message by the conceptual features
FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y). First the test for PARENT(X, Y) at the
root of the tree will be applied to the message concept. This test will evaluate
to True (+), and thus the left branch will be taken. Next, the test for FEMALE(X) will be applied. This test will also evaluate to True, and therefore
the word node of mother will be reached. Note that if the outcome of the
last test had been False (—), then father would have been reached. But what
if one wants to verbalize the concept PARENT? How is parent represented
and recovered? This poses a difficulty to this model. For someone to be a
parent it is irrelevant whether that person is a male or female—both a mother
and a father can be referred to as a parent. Therefore, the FEMALE(X) test
cannot be appropriately used for parent. What, then, is the test for parent?
Perhaps the inclusion of a feature that indicates whether gender is relevant
would enable convergence to take place. Then, when the tests for PARENT(X, Y) and this feature evaluate to true, parent would be reached. Of
course, this proposal is ad hoc in that for the problem of disjunctive terms
and the word-to-phrase synonymy problem still other solutions have to be
found.
Decision Tables
Decision tables (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976)
are access matrices where the row margins represent semantic tests, the
matrix columns stand for outcome patterns on a series of such tests, and the
column margins represent words (for a similar proposal, see Brown &
McNeil, 1966). An entry of a matrix can contain the value True (+) or False
(—), or it can be blank. The latter indicates that the outcome of a test is
irrelevant. Semantic tests are applied in parallel to each concept one wants
to express, and the pattern of outcomes triggers a particular word.
Figure 2 illustrates the way a decision table works. Horizontally, the
semantic tests for PARENT(X, Y) and FEMALE(X) are depicted, and vertically the words parent, father, mother, male, and female are shown. The
table specifies, for example, that the triggering of mother requires both the
test for PARENT(X, Y) and the test for FEMALE(X) to evaluate to True
(+). Note that in contrast to a binary discrimination net, the representation
of the meaning of parent poses no difficulty. The word parent has simply
a blank for the outcome of the FEMALE(X) test, indicating the irrelevance
of the result of this test. Assume again that one wants to verbalize the
concept MOTHER. Then, both the FEMALE(X) test and the PARENT(X,
Y) test will evaluate to True. The outcome pattern for mother will thus be
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a decision table.

satisfied. However, the condition for the retrieval of, for example, parent
will simultaneously be satisfied as well. The only requirement for the triggering of this word is that the PARENT(X, Y) test evaluates to True, the
outcome of the FEMALE(X) test is irrelevant. Consequently, if one wants
to verbalize MOTHER, both mother and parent will be retrieved. Thus,
although decision tables can represent hyperonyms (and thereby they improve upon discrimination nets), they cannot cope with hyperonymy in the
actual retrieval of words (Levelt, 1989). For the same reasons, they cannot
handle disjunctive concepts and word-to-phrase synonymy. The major problem posed by disjunctive terms is that the satisfaction of a disjunction of
conceptual conditions implies that the condition of at least one of the disjuncts is met. For example, if the conceptual conditions for game are satisfied, then those of soccer, or chess, or another hyponym of game are
satisfied too. And if the conceptual conditions of soccer, chess, or another
hyponym are satisfied, those of game are also met. A decision table cannot
deliver a disjunctive term without producing its hyponyms, and it cannot
deliver a word that has a disjunctive hyperonym without producing the hyperonym. The problem posed by word-to-phrase synonymy is that a decision
table cannot know whether to deliver female and parent instead of mother,
or vice versa, when the tests for FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y) evaluate
to True. Therefore, decision tables as proposed fail as a model of word
retrieval.
Logogens
A logogen (Morton, 1969) is a device counting how many of a word's
conceptual features are present in the message. When the count surpasses a
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critical threshold, the logogen will fire, thereby making the word available.
In word retrieval a set of conceptual features is switched on, and the logogen
that fires first will be selected.
Figure 3 illustrates the working of a system of logogens. The conceptual
features FEMALE(X), PARENT(X, Y), and MALE(X) are depicted at the
top, the logogens for the words female, mother, parent, father, and male are
shown at the bottom. The arrows from conceptual features to logogens indicate which features are relevant to a particular logogen. For example, the
conceptual features PARENT(X, Y) and FEMALE(X) are the features relevant to mother, and the features PARENT(X, Y) and MALE(X) are the
ones relevant to father. Note that to represent the values True, False, and
Irrelevant, the feature MALE(X) is needed in addition to the feature FEMALE(X), because turning FEMALE(X) on or leaving it off cannot encode
three values. In retrieving the word mother, the features FEMALE(X) and
PARENT(X, Y) are turned on. Consequently, the logogen of mother will
exceed threshold, because all the relevant features are present. However,
similar to a decision table, hyperonymy poses a difficulty (Levelt, 1989).
The set of features relevant to a word includes those relevant to its hyperonyms. Therefore, in switching the features FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X,
Y) on, the logogen of parent will also exceed threshold and fire too [parent
requires PARENT(X, Y) to be on and nothing else]. For the same reasons,
a system of logogens cannot handle word-to-phrase synonymy, nor can it
cope with disjunctive concepts. Thus, similarly to a decision table, a system
of logogens does not explain how the retrieval process converges onto the
appropriate words in memory.
Featural Spreading-Activation Networks
Featural spreading-activation networks have much in common with logogens. In such a network, conceptual feature nodes are connected to word

Fig. 3. Illustration of a system of logogens and a featural spreading-activation network.
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nodes (cf. Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992).3 Word retrieval begins by activating the set of conceptual feature nodes making up the to-be-verbalized
concept. The activation is not all or none (as was the case in the logogen
model), but is real-valued. Nodes then spread a proportion of their activation
toward the associated word nodes. This proportion is the same for all nodes,
that is, there is a general spreading rate. Finally, after a certain period of
time (e.g., in speaking depending on the speech rate), the highest activated
word node is selected (cf. Dell, 1986).
I will illustrate the working of the featural spreading-activation net by
using Fig. 3. The top layer represents conceptual feature nodes, the bottom
layer consists of word nodes, and the arrows indicate the connections between the feature nodes and the word nodes. For example, the nodes for
PARENT(X, Y) and FEMALE(X) are connected to mother. The connections
may taken to be unidirectional (i.e., from features to words or "forward
only") or bidirectional (i.e., from features to words and from words back
to features or "interactive"). In the latter case the network can also be used
for language comprehension (cf. Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992).
Consider the unidirectional case. In verbalizing the concept MOTHER,
the feature nodes FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y) are activated. The activation then spreads towards the word nodes, activating the node of mother,
among others. Often, activation is assumed to spread according to

where a(m, s) is the activation level of node m at time step s, and d is a
decay rate with 0 < d < 1 (e.g., Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992; Roelofs,
1992a, 1993). The rightmost term denotes the amount of activation m receives between s and s+1, where a(n, s) is the output of neighbor n (equal
to its level of activation). The factor r indicates the spreading rate. Figure
4 illustrates the behavior of the network by showing activation curves for
the word nodes. The curves were obtained by using the spreading equation
with parameter values (taken from Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992) d =
0.4 and r = 0.1, and an external input to the feature nodes of size 1.0.
In contrast to a decision table and a system of logogens, there will be
no hyperonym problem, as shown by the left-hand activation plots of Fig.
4 (column labeled "FORWARD ONLY"). In activating the conceptual features FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y) to verbalize MOTHER, the word
3

Dell and O'Seaghdha did not make a case for a featural representation of word meaning.
Their decompositional approach was one of convenience. I refer to their model because
it gives a good description of a simple featural spreading-activation network. Since this
model has been used in a great many papers, it is a good starting point for discussing
featural activation networks.
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Fig. 4. Activation curves for the word nodes in the featural spreading-activation
model.

parent will not be selected. Although the word nodes of the hyperonyms of
mother such as parent will be activated, they will not be activated as high
as the node of mother. All conceptual features for MOTHER [i.e., FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y)] will send a proportion of their activation
to mother, but only one of these features [i.e., PARENT(X, Y)] will activate
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parent. Thus, mother will have a higher level of activation than its hyperonyms. Remember that words are selected on the basis of their level of
activation. The retrieval mechanism suffers, however, from a hyponym problem. Consider the retrieval of parent. In activating the conceptual feature
node PARENT(X, Y) for PARENT, the word nodes of hyponyms of parent
such as mother and father will simultaneously be activated by this feature
to the same level as parent. Similarly, female and mother are activated to
the same level from FEMALE(X) in verbalizing FEMALE. All features that
activate a word will also activate the word's hyponyms. Consequently, a
selection cannot be made. Finally, consider the situation with two message
concepts, for example, FEMALE and PARENT, requiring that two word
nodes are selected to produce the phrase ... female parent. Figure 4 shows
that the system will incorrectly select mother, and that, for the second word,
it cannot decide between father, female, and parent.
The behavior of the network in the bidirectional case is slightly different, but the convergence problems are similar. In fact, the network's behavior is even worse. The activation curves for the word nodes in the
verbalization of MOTHER, FEMALE, PARENT, and FEMALE PARENT
are shown by the right-hand plots of Fig. 4 (column labeled "INTERACTIVE"). As can be seen, although the network delivers correctly mother for
MOTHER, it produces incorrectly father and mother for PARENT, and
mother for FEMALE. In verbalizing PARENT, mother and father will end
up with a higher level of activation than parent due to a reverberation of
activation from FEMALE(X) and MALE(X), respectively, via the backward
links. The same holds for the verbalization of FEMALE, where the level of
activation of mother exceeds that of female due to the feedback of activation
from PARENT(X, Y). Finally, when the message is FEMALE PARENT
and the phrase .. .female parent is intended, mother and father are produced
instead of female and parent.
Stemberger (1985), among others, proposed that, in the language production lexicon, there are bidirectional inhibitory links between the word
nodes. The word node that receives the largest amount of input inhibits the
other nodes the strongest. Such a "winner-takes-all" layer, however, only
magnifies the retrieval problems for a featural spreading-activation network.
In verbalizing the concept FEMALE, mother would inhibit female more than
female would inhibit mother, because, due to the reverberation of activation
from PARENT(X, Y), mother receives a larger amount of input than female.
As a consequence, ultimately mother will remain the only activated node.
A failure to converge is not due to the details of the simulations, but
is instead a general property of the discussed featural spreading-activation
model:
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Let C, be the set of conceptual features of word w, and let C, be the
set of features of a hyponym w,. Assume the message is C,, and that
initially the activation levels of all nodes are zero. Given that C, D C,,
it holds that C, = C, U (C, n C,), where C, n C, 1= 0. As long as the
nonoverlapping features C, (1 C, have not been activated, or when the
links are unidirectional, the input to w, and the target w, will come from
C. and will be of size

Thus, then a(wt, s) = a(w,, s). After the nonoverlapping features
have been activated via the backward links, w, will receive additional
input from C, n Ct, and its total input will be of size

As a consequence, w, will end up with a higher level of activation
than the target w,. Thus, for any s, a(wt, s) > a(w,, s). Consequently,
the system will fail to select the right word.
Of course, there is nothing in the featural approach that requires a
general spreading rate (i.e., equal weights on the links between feature nodes
and word nodes). Thus, perhaps the hyponym problem can be solved by
abandoning the assumption of a general spreading rate. Instead, one could
put appropriately tuned weights on the links between conceptual feature
nodes and word nodes. To prevent the problem, the weights have to be set
(e.g., during a "learning" process) such that in activating the conceptual
feature nodes of a word, its word node will receive more activation than the
nodes of the word's hyperonyms and hyponyms. This should hold for all
words in the lexical network. However, tuning weights is insufficient to
solve all convergence problems. Again, the problem of disjunctive terms
remains unresolved. Perhaps, a layer of hidden units could remedy this shortcoming. Each hidden unit pattern would have to uniquely specify a word or
a set of words. The patterns would be distributed nondecomposed representations, playing a role similar to that of nondecomposed representations of
lexical concepts. However, contrary to nondecomposed concept representations, the hidden units would not be part of the message (including them in
the message would amount to the nondecomposition position). Thus, the
dissection problem (i.e., which conceptual features would make up the meaning of a word and would have to be activated to start word retrieval) remains
unresolved. Perhaps, the dissection problem can be solved by integrating the
conceptual feature nodes in a constraint-satisfaction network, such that lexical concepts would correspond to stable states of the network. Tuning
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weights and hidden units are also insufficient to handle the word-to-phrase
synonymy problem. For example, if FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y) are
connected to the word nodes of mother, female, and parent such that activating these components can retrieve mother as well as female and parent,
then activating the components will retrieve all these terms. To solve this
problem, one might perhaps assume that a single verbalization and building
the phrase are accomplished on the basis of different patterns of activation
over the feature nodes—that is, by assigning different activation patterns to
FEMALE(X), PARENT(X, Y), and MOTHER(X, Y). Alternatively, one
might assume that retrieving female parent without accessing mother, and
vice versa, is achieved by nodes that stand for combinations of components
(i.e., a node for FEMALE PARENT). Both solutions would amount to giving
up decomposition (e.g., Fodor & McLaughlin, 1990; Van Gelder, 1990).
Alternatively, in producing the phrase, the meanings of the words may be
activated sequentially. Note that the latter proposal presupposes a solution
to the dissection problem. To conclude, a general solution to the convergence problems requires more than tuning weights.
As indicated, a variety of ad hoc mechanisms may be proposed to solve
each subproblem. What is lacking is a general and principled solution. Nondecomposition provides such a principled solution. Nevertheless, one may
argue that a decompositional net is much more elegant in that it does not
duplicate the vocabulary of language at a higher level. Note, however, that
hidden units would introduce duplication at a lower level. Furthermore, one
may argue that using a procedure to tune the weights (e.g., error backpropagation) amounts to having a mechanism for learning word meanings. What
remains to be seen is, of course, whether tuning weights corresponds to the
way a child learns word meanings. This is an empirical issue. Furthermore,
such a procedure for setting weights is also available for the mapping of
conceptual features onto nondecomposed lexical concept representations in
a nondecompositional approach.
Nondecompositional Models
In contrast to a featural network, in a nondecompositional network each
lexical concept (e.g., MOTHER, FATHER, PARENT) is represented by an
independent node in the network (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Roelofs, 1992a,
1993). Of course, not all concepts are lexical concepts (i.e., concepts making
up the meaning of words). Thus, many concepts are not connected to word
nodes. The claim is that each lexical concept is represented by an independent node that is linked to a word node. The conceptual properties of the
concept MOTHER are specified by labeled pointers between its lexical concept node MOTHER(X, Y) and other concept nodes in the network, as
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illustrated by Fig. 5. For example, MOTHER(X, Y) is linked to PARENT(X,
Y) by an IS-A link, and FEMALE(X) is connected to MOTHER(X, Y) by
a SEX-OF link. In verbalizing the concept MOTHER, the activation level
of the lexical-concept node MOTHER(X, Y) is enhanced. Thus, the crucial
difference with a featural network is that word retrieval starts with the activation of MOTHER(X, Y), and not with activation of the features FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y). These features provide background
information about MOTHER, but are not directly engaged in the word retrieval process.
Figure 6 illustrates the behavior of the network of Fig. 5 by showing
the activation curves for the word nodes in the verbalization of MOTHER,
PARENT, FEMALE, and FEMALE PARENT. Similar curves are obtained
with other connectivity patterns at the conceptual level. The parameter values (taken from Roelofs, 1992a, 1993) were d = 0.60; r = 0.25 for the
conceptual connections and r = 0.19 for the connections between lexicalconcept nodes and word nodes; and an external input to the lexical-concept
nodes of size 4.91. Consider the verbalization of MOTHER. After activating
MOTHER(X, Y), activation will spread toward the word nodes, and the first
node whose activation level exceeds that of the other nodes by some critical
amount E (e.g., 1.5) is selected. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the first node
reaching the response threshold will be the node of mother. Although parent
will be coactivated due to the IS-A link between MOTHER(X, Y) and PARENT(X, Y), the parent node will receive only a proportion of a proportion
of the activation of MOTHER(X, Y), whereas the node of mother will get
a full proportion. For the same reasons, the network correctly delivers parent

Fig. 5. Illustration of a nondecompositional spreading-activation network.
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Fig. 6. Activation curves for the word nodes in the nondecompositional spreadingactivation model.

for PARENT, female for FEMALE, and female and parent instead of mother
when FEMALE and PARENT are the intended concepts [and FEMALE(X)
and PARENT(X, Y) are made part of the message]. This example demonstrates that a nondecompositional spreading-activation net can cope with the
hyperonym problem, the hyponym problem, and the word-to-phrase synonymy problem.
Convergence is a general property of the discussed nondecompositional
spreading-activation model:
Let c, be the lexical-concept node linked to word node w,. Assume that
initially the activation levels of all nodes are zero. For the system to
converge, there should exist a threshold value E such that after activating c,, w, will be selected and no other word will. Because any word
node w, with i =£ t is at least two links away from c, whereas w, only
a single link, it holds that, at time step 5 = 2, a(w,, 2) = ra(ct, 1) and
a(c,, 2) = 0 for all w, with i = t. Thus, for example, when E < ra(c,,
1), after activating cn node w, will be selected and no other word w, will.
Review of the Empirical Evidence for the Models
Below, I briefly review the empirical evidence for the models. As we
saw, all existing models as they stand except the nondecompositional one
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fail to converge onto the appropriate words. As a consequence, the comparison between models and experimental results has to a large extent been
carried out for the nondecompositional model only. In this respect, the evaluation below is biased. However, this reflects the state of the art. At present,
the best one can do is to empirically evaluate the nondecompositional model
together with the suggestions that have been put forward to solve the convergence problems for the decompositional models.
In testing the nondecompositional spreading-activation model, the socalled picture-word interference paradigm was used (for a review of this
paradigm, see Glaser, 1992). In recent years, this experimental paradigm has
become one of the major tools in the study of lexical access in language
production (e.g., Glaser, 1992; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990). Participants have to name pictured objects (e.g., they have to say dog to a pictured
dog) while trying to ignore so-called distractor words. A distractor word is
a written word superimposed on the picture or a spoken word presented via
headphones. The speed of retrieval of the target word is affected depending
on, among other things, the temporal relationship (the stimulus onset asynchrony or SOA) and the content relationship between picture and word.
Usually, the distractor is presented just before (e.g., —400, —300, —200, or
-100 ms), simultaneously with, or right after (e.g., +100, +200, +300, or
+400 ms) picture onset, and is either semantically related to the pictured
object (e.g., distractor fish in a pictured dog) or semantically unrelated (e.g.,
distractor chair). Alternatively, the participants are asked to refer to the
picture or to the word printed in the picture by producing a hyperonym—
called, respectively, picture categorizing and word categorizing. For example, they have to say animal to a depicted dog, while trying to ignore the
word printed in the picture. Or they have to say animal to the word dog
and ignore the picture. Typically, one observes semantic inhibition (i.e.,
naming latencies are slower for the related condition than for the unrelated
one) at SOAs between —100 and +100 ms for picture naming, semantic
facilitation (i.e., naming latencies are faster for the related condition than
for the unrelated one) at SOAs between —400 and —100 ms for picture
categorization, and even more semantic facilitation at SOAs between —400
and +200 ms for word categorization. The panels (A), (B), and (C) of Fig.
7 (filled squares) show the empirical SOA curves of the semantic effect for
picture naming, picture categorization, and word categorization obtained by
Glaser and Dungelhoff (1984). The panels depict for each SOA (in milliseconds) the mean latency in the semanticaliy related condition minus that
in the unrelated condition (in milliseconds). Thus, a positive value indicates
semantic inhibition, and a negative value indicates semantic facilitation.
The panels also show the SOA curves for the three tasks as derived
from the nondecompositional spreading-activation model by means of com-
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SOA (ms)
Fig. 7. Some classical findings about word retrieval in speaking: SOA curves for the
semantic effect from picture and written word distractors in picture naming, picture categorizing, and word categorizing. Real data (filled squares) and the predictions by the
nondecompositional spreading-activation model (open squares). [Real data in (A), (B),
and (C) are from Glaser & Dungelhoff, 1984; real data in (D) are from Roelofs, 1992.]
A positive value means an inhibitory effect from a distractor word, and a negative value
a facilitatory effect. SOA = stimulus onset asynchrony.

puter simulation (open squares). The simulations used the activation equation (with the parameter values) given above and networks consisting of
word nodes and lexical concept nodes as shown in Fig. 8 (larger networks
gave the same results). There were two different semantic fields, each typically consisting of a superordinate [e.g., ANIMAL(X)] and two subordinates
[e.g., DOG(X) and FISH(X)], which were connected to each other and to
their word nodes in a bidirectional manner. The presentation of a picture
and a word was simulated by assigning external activation to the corresponding concept node and word node, respectively, representing the output from
picture and word perception. The external input was provided using the
appropriate SOA, with the duration of a time step taken to be 25 ms. The
probability of actual selection of the target word node in any time step was
assumed to be equal to a ratio. The numerator of the ratio was formed by
the activation level of the target node. The denominator was equal to the
sum of the activation levels of the target and all the other word nodes. On
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the network used in the simulations.

the basis of the spreading equation and the selection probability, the mathematical expectation of the retrieval time of the target word was computed
for each SOA and distractor type. Figure 7 depicts for each SOA the theoretically expected retrieval time in the semantically related condition minus
that in the unrelated condition. For details of the simulations, I refer the
reader to the original publications (i.e., Roelofs, 1992a, 1993). As can be
seen in Fig. 7 (and has been shown by a statistical chi-square measure of
fit), the fit of the model to the data is good.
The nondecompositional spreading-activation model explains the semantic effects as follows. If fish is superimposed as distractor on a pictured
dog, the activation from the picture and from the distractor word will converge in the network on the word node of the distractor word fish. This is
because DOG(X) and FISH(X) are connected in the network. If chair is
superimposed, there will be no such convergence of activation—DOG(X)
and CHAIR(X) are not connected. As a result, fish will be a stronger competitor to the target word than chair. This is what the SOA curve in Panel
A of Fig. 7 shows. The model's retrieval algorithm implies that distractor
words will only be competitors if they are potential responses in the experiment (this was the case in the picture-naming experiment just described).
Thus, in a categorization experiment where subjects respond by using hyperonyms such as animal, the distractors fish and chair should not be competitors because they are no longer potential responses. Instead, a facilitatory
effect from fish should be obtained, because fish will prime the word node
of animal via the conceptual links in the network, whereas chair will not.
This prediction is supported by the experimental data, as shown in Panel B
and C of Fig. 7. A prediction along the same line is that distractors such as
the hyperonym animal, the cohyponymfish,and the hyponym collie should
facilitate the naming response (dog) if the pictured dog is the only animal
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to be named in the experiment. Then, the distractors are not permitted responses, and therefore they will not be a competitor to the target word. Thus,
they should lead to facilitation if they are semantically related, as we saw
for the categorization experiments. This prediction is confirmed by the empirical data, shown in Panel D of Fig. 7. The panel depicts the mean semantic
effect per SOA for distractor words such as animal, fish, and collie (there
was no difference in effect between hyperonym, cohyponym, and hyponym
distractors). To conclude, the nondecompositional spreading-activation
model gives a good account for several important findings on the speed of
word retrieval. Importantly, these findings were obtained with a number of
different experimental tasks, which cross-validates the model.
Recently, Bierwisch and Schreuder (1992) suggested that the hyperonym problem may be solved within a decompositional model by an inhibitory channel between a word and its hyperonyms (see Fig. 9). For
example, in the logogen model, the logogen of a word may have inhibitory
connections to the logogens of its hyperonyms. Then, if the logogen of a
word exceeds threshold, it inhibits the logogens of its hyperonyms (e.g.,
mother inhibits parent). Consequently, only one logogen will fire, as required by the convergence criterion.
Of course, such a proposal is ad hoc in that, for the solution of the
word-to-phrase synonymy problem and the problem of disjunctive terms,
among other things, other mechanisms have to be found. Furthermore, an
inhibitory channel may cause additional problems. In retrieving female parent by FEMALE(X) and PARENT(X, Y), mother (activated by these conceptual features) will inhibit its hyperonyms female and parent (the targets
of retrieval) too. Nevertheless, it is an empirical question whether such inhibitory channels exist.

Fig. 9. Illustration of a system of logogens with inhibitory links between words and
their hyperonyms.
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An inhibitory channel between a word and its hyperonyms has clear
empirical consequences. It implies, for instance, that the naming of a pictured object should be inhibited by a distractor that is a hyponym of the
picture name. For example, collie should inhibit the retrieval of dog (relative
to an unrelated hyponym as distractor). Similarly, dog as distractor should
inhibit the retrieval of animal. It is irrelevant whether the distractor is a
potential response in the experiment, because the inhibitory channel is assumed to be hard-wired in the mental lexicon. As we saw earlier, pictureword interference experiments using these types of distractor have been
conducted. The results were clear-cut: No inhibitory effect from hyponyms
on the retrieval of a word was obtained. Instead, the retrieval of dog was
facilitated by the distractor word collie, and the retrieval of animal was
facilitated by the word dog. This holds for nouns (see Panels B, C, and D
of Fig. 7) as well as for verbs (Roelofs, 1993). For example, the retrieval
of laugh was facilitated by chuckle. Clearly, an inhibitory channel between
a word and its hyperonyms is not the answer to the hyperonym problem.
Alternatively, one may implement a principle of specificity, as proposed
by Levelt (1989, 1992). This principle says that, of all words whose conceptual conditions are satisfied, the most specific one is selected. For example, if DOG triggers dog, animal, and so forth, then dog will be selected
because it is the most specific term. The principle might be incorporated in
a decision table. Then, of all the words that match the concept, the one with
the most specific condition would be given preference. Similar to an inhibitory channel, however, a specificity principle predicts an inhibitory effect
from hyponym distractors on the retrieval of the picture name. In case of a
distractor hyponym (e.g., collie), the distractor word would be preferred to
the name of the picture (dog) because it is more specific. Note, however,
that the principle may be reconciled with the empirical findings if its domain
of application is restricted to the words that are permitted responses in the
experiment. Then, although collie is more specific than dog, it is not considered for selection because it is not a permitted response in the experiment.
There are, however, other problems with a specificity principle. Although the principle solves the hyperonym problem, it fails on the word-tophrase synonymy problem. Also, it cannot handle the retrieval of words that
express disjunctive concepts. For example, if one wants to verbalize GAME,
the conceptual conditions of soccer, or chess, or another hyponym will be
satisfied too. Consequently, the latter terms will be selected because they
are more specific. And if one wants to produce ... female parent, the principle of specificity leads to retrieval of mother and not to retrieval of female
and parent.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I reviewed a great number of theoretical arguments pertaining to the issue of conceptually decomposed or nondecomposed word
retrieval in language use of a productive nature such as speaking, writing,
and verbal thinking. The arguments concerned the componential analysis of
word meanings, conceptual primitives, word definitions, the acquisition of
word meaning, the conceptual dissection of messages, context dependence
of word meaning, decomposition for syntactic encoding, word-to-phrase synonymy, hyperonymy, hyponymy, and the locus of decomposition. In addition, a variety of specific models for word retrieval were evaluated. I argued
that there are no evidential grounds for rejecting nondecomposition. Instead,
for a theory of conceptually driven word retrieval there are good reasons to
prefer nondecomposition to decomposition. To conclude, the nondecompositional approach should no longer be ignored.
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